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Abstract
The art of ballet is one of the branches of expressive dance, which is accompanied by music,
gestures, and theatrical scenes (1). As for opera, it is considered one of the important arts that
emanate from the arts of drama and theater in general, and opera has been called "mother art"
because of its nature that requires the assimilation of most of the arts The drama, audio, and
video and the various artistic elements it contains, and despite the fact that each of these
elements is unique in its language, alphabet, tools and techniques, these elements merge in one
melting pot to produce a combined collective vision through the views of the artists who are
based on it, in order to come out with a work (operatic artistic theater) . (2)
The design process depends on the designer's ability to innovate because he exploits his studies
and imaginative abilities to create an innovative work that leads to the achievement of the
purpose or function for which the design was developed (3) Thanks to the scientific
developments of tools and techniques, the designer benefited from these trends and opened new
horizons for him to reach innovative treatments. , The study aims to emphasize the importance
of using new resources for the arts and trying to inspire formative relationships suitable for
creating printed girls' fabric designs, and the research included an artistic study and analysis of
ballet art and how to use it in creating designs through the dynamic rhythm of ballet in (forming
a new design) that enriches a field Designing contemporary girls 'fabrics especially the "subject
of the research" using modern methods of printing (digital printing) and computer programs
specialized in determining the shape of the print design of contemporary girls' fabrics, as the
field of textile printing design in the Egyptian market is in dire need of more innovations that
meet consumer needs in The twenty-first century in light of the spread of external ideas to the
local markets.
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